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alike the conventions of the epic and the century-old
conception of the gods of Greece,    These are things
no   contemporary   criticism   ever   condones;    and
Spitteler has paid the penalty of an incredible neglect.
At the beginning of his epic he summons the old gods
from the underworld, where they have slept their long
sleep while Chronos reigned in Olympos.    And how
different is this underworld, this kingdom of Hades,
from  the  drab,   colourless   Styx landscape  of the
tradition!    How  vivid  the  wondrous  journey  by
which he leads his gods to the upper world and the
sun !    And the gods themselves I    No pale shadows
they of the classical tradition, but real, living gods—
yes, gods with a considerable dose of Swiss peasant
blood in their veins;   and they face the riddle of
destiny from sides undreamt of by Schiller, or Goethe,
or Heine.    Spitteler lavishes on his creations a wealth
of genial humour that has not, I believe, had its like
in epic poetry since Ariosto.    He places his gods in the
service of the burning ideas of our time—he would be
no real poet if he did not—he accepts the challenge of
the long age of Romantic pessimism;   and in his
defiance of that pessimism he voices  the spirit of
youth that has come into the world.    Ananke, the
terrible machine, the ruler of gods and men, has no
longer the last word.    Heine's phantoms had faded
before the Cross, and the great dynasty of the North
had gone down in Wagner's Gotterdammermgi   but
Spitteler's gods do not relinquish their hold upon the
world of men.    All that Jung-Siegfried was to be, all
that he failed to be, passes over into the Herakles of
Spittelefs imagination, this son of an immortal Zeus
and a mortal Hera, who descends to earth, with brave
defiance in his heart and the word " dennoch " on his
lips, to proclaim to men new hopes in their high
destiny.    Thus have the old gods of Greece returned,
and returned triumphantly into German poetry.
And here my survey may well close.   But if you will
look around you in the literature of Germany and of

